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ENROLLED HOUSE BILL No. 5156
AN ACT to amend 1961 PA 236, entitled “An act to revise and consolidate the statutes relating to the organization 

and jurisdiction of the courts of this state; the powers and duties of the courts, and of the judges and other officers of 
the courts; the forms and attributes of civil claims and actions; the time within which civil actions and proceedings may 
be brought in the courts; pleading, evidence, practice, and procedure in civil and criminal actions and proceedings in the 
courts; to provide for the powers and duties of certain state governmental officers and entities; to provide remedies and 
penalties for the violation of certain provisions of this act; to repeal all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with or 
contravening any of the provisions of this act; and to repeal acts and parts of acts,” by amending section 6421 
(MCL 600.6421), as amended by 2013 PA 164.

The People of the State of Michigan enact:

Sec. 6421. (1) Nothing in this chapter eliminates or creates any right a party may have to a trial by jury, including 
any right that existed before November 12, 2013. Nothing in this chapter deprives the circuit, district, or probate court 
of jurisdiction to hear and determine a claim for which there is a right to a trial by jury as otherwise provided by law, 
including a claim against an individual employee of this state for which there is a right to a trial by jury as otherwise 
provided by law. Except as otherwise provided in this section, if a party has the right to a trial by jury and asserts that 
right as required by law, the claim may be heard and determined by a circuit, district, or probate court in the appropriate 
venue.

(2) For declaratory or equitable relief or a demand for extraordinary writ sought by a party within the jurisdiction 
of the court of claims described in section 6419(1) and arising out of the same transaction or series of transactions with 
a matter asserted for which a party has the right to a trial by jury under subsection (1), unless joined as provided in 
subsection (3), the court of claims shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over the matter of declaratory or equitable relief or 
a demand for extraordinary writ until a final judgment has been entered, and the matter asserted for which a party has 
the right to a trial by jury under subsection (1) shall be stayed until final judgment on the matter of declaratory or 
equitable relief or a demand for extraordinary writ.

(3) With the approval of all parties, any matter within the jurisdiction of the court of claims described in section 6419(1) 
may be joined for trial with cases arising out of the same transaction or series of transactions that are pending in any 
of the various trial courts of the state. A case in the court of claims that has been joined with the approval of all parties 
shall be tried and determined by the judge even though the trial court action with which it may be joined is tried to a 
jury under the supervision of the same trial judge.

(4) Except as provided in subsection (5), the court of claims’ jurisdiction in a matter within its jurisdiction as 
described in section 6419(1) and pending in any circuit, district, or probate court on November 12, 2013 is as follows:

(a) If the matter is not transferred under section 6404(3), the jurisdiction of the court of claims is not exclusive and 
the circuit, district, or probate court may continue to exercise jurisdiction over that matter.
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(b) If the matter is transferred to the court of claims under section 6404(3), the court of claims has exclusive 
jurisdiction over the matter, subject to subsection (1).

(5) Subsection (4) does not apply to matters transferred to the court of claims under section 6404(2).

This act is ordered to take immediate effect.
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